
Building and Grounds Minutes
3/22/21

Members present: Henry Schantzen, Andy Richardson, Katie Kinneberg, Meghan Booth

Not present: Sandy B, Chris Dubis, Mariah White

Agenda items:

1. Order 2:35
2. Agenda approved
3. BMS Building Corp update:

○ Parking lot-after a lot of observing the last few weeks, one issue stands
out-the lack of a sidewalk near the 10 minute parking. We had a concrete
contractor bid adding a sidewalk to the berm, and since he will be here,
adding a sidewalk to the CH playground gate, from the peace circle to the
sidewalk (replace the red paver blocks), small sidewalks to all E2 patios,
and from the library patio to the track for a total of $4770.  Will be done in
summer

○ The city engineer visited (was invited) and observed the traffic flow in the
parking lot.  We discussed a few ideas.  Perhaps moving the 10 minute
parking spots West, and upon adding the sidewalk, having a bus drop off
spot-like a pit stop lane for the mornings.  Other ideas revolved around
creating a bus lane and a car lane with non-permanent street signs, but he
was not confident those would help-suggesting they may actually cause
more of a bottle neck

○ Winona Heat and Vent:  Erdkinder boilers-chemical pot installed, gauges
replaced but they are not reading consistently.  Now he will flush the
system, then add the chemical treatment.  New boiler system is working
well in the main building

○ Humidifiers-will need to be taken apart in the spring, and have the coils
cleaned-this will be an annual item to make sure they keep working well

4. Building Manager update:
○ Gym floor fixed the large crack, replaced tiles, waxed new ones
○ CH 2 bathroom floor tiles fixed
○ CH 3 bathroom door panel, sink countertop fixed
○ Replacing ballasts in the art room
○ Lights in the gym-will work on a plan to replace them. Find vendor name,

plan for getting to that height.
○ Adding fixed/locking cabinets to SPED 1 room with a countertop



○ Excel energy-tree trimming away from power lines
5. Kaya garden: Liv-more hair, bigger/fuller hair.  Bottom butterflies on her head

(that are in the grass can go), holes to allow for wind to pass through?  How will it
be fastened?  Phrase vs more hair?(one or the other, not both)?  Kids be
different heights/sizes to show different ages?  Some black butterflies can be
colored?  Kids on a bench in the middle.

6. New business:
7. Adjourned 3:10


